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Abstract

Relationships between objects are almost as important to designs as the objects themselves. Most program-
ming languages do not support relationships well, so programmers must implement relationships in terms of more
primitive constructs. This paper presents a selection of proto-patterns which describe how aspects can be used to
model relationships within programs. By using these patterns, programs and designs can be made smaller, more
flexible, and easier to understand and maintain.

Introduction

Early programming languages provided little support for representing either objects or the relationships between
them. FORTRAN, for example, began with integers, reals, andarrays; COBOL and Algol offered a great ad-
vance by adding a range of string data types and records. Structured languages, such as Pascal, added pointers
and dynamic memory allocation (rudimentary objects) to these constructs: programmers could model real-world
entities as dynamically allocated records linked togetherwith pointers. While dynamic dispatch streamlined object-
oriented programs, the actual “object model” in languages from Smalltalk to Java remains essentially the same as
in Pascal: dynamically allocated records linked together by pointers — with, eventually, garbage collection, and
a library offering sets, bags, and lists to supplement arrays. Aspect-oriented programming, at last, gives us a new
and exciting way to think about and implement relationshipsin programs and this paper explores these ideas.

We present five proto-patterns for using aspects to design and implement relationships between objects — what
we callrelationship aspects[9]. The patterns address the most basic kind of relationships where one object needs
to be able to refer to another object at runtime. These relationships are often called associations or collabora-
tions, to distinguish them from the more complex concepts ofaggregation and inheritance. The first two patterns
(Relationship Aspect andRelationship Interface) describe the core concepts behind relationship aspects; the
next three (Relationship Pair, Static Relationship, Dynamic Relationship) describe the major kinds of aspects
(or classes) used by relationship aspects.

Aspect-oriented design and programming is an emerging field; as a result, the patterns presented here, unlike
most others,do not attempt to record well-known design and programming techniques. Rather, in the spirit
of Documenting Frameworks Using Patterns[3], we are experimenting with using the pattern form to describe
techniques in an emerging field of software design. This makes it difficult to list three known uses of each pattern!
Still, we aim to describe techniques to new programmers and illustrate when particular techniques are appropriate.
Each pattern presentation includes example code based uponthe Relationship Aspect Library (RAL)[9]. This
library contains several implementations of the patterns presented here and is available for download under an
open source license fromhttp://www.mcs.vuw.ac.nz/˜djp/RAL/ . The general techniques have also
also been advocated by other aspect-oriented designers [1,2]. The example code is presented in Aspect/J (see
e.g. [4]) since this is the mostly widely adopted AOP language. The patterns are mostly language independent
and should apply to any sufficiently dynamic object- or aspect-oriented language, including Smalltalk and Python.
They will not, however, work in languages like Java with fixed, singular notions of a class definition. Figure 1
summarises the problems dealt with by this collection of patterns, and the solutions they provide.
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Pattern Problem Solution

Relationship
Aspect

How do you design a
relationship between objects?

Make a Relationship Aspect
to represent the relationship.

Relationship
Interface

How do you use a
relationship aspect?

Access the relationship
via its Relationship Interface.

Relationship
Pair

How can you store additional
information along with a rela-
tionship?

Make a relationship pair class
to store additional information.

Static
Relationship

How do you model a
permanent relationship?

Use a Static Relationship aspect
to implement a permanent rela-
tionship.

Dynamic
Relationship

How do you model
temporary relationship?

Use a Dynamic Relationship
to model a temporary relation-
ship.

Figure 1: Summary of the Patterns

Forces

Each of the patterns resolves a number of different forces, and some conflicting patterns (such asStatic Rela-
tionship (4) andDynamic Relationship (5)) resolve similar problems in different ways. Many of the patterns
consider thecomplexityandeaseof readingor writing of a particular solution. Generally, solutions which are
easy to write are more likely to be chosen by programmers, andsolutions which are easy to read are likely to be
easier to maintain. Several patterns also address thecohesionandcouplingof the resulting designs, since designs
with high cohesion within objects and low coupling between them are more flexible, understandable, and easier to
maintain. This is often related to whether a relationship isrepresentedexplicitly by a single element of a design,
or whether it isdispersedacross several objects, attributes, and methods, and whether a change of state in a rela-
tionship islocal, affecting only those objects participating in the relationship, orglobal, affecting other objects in
the program. Representing a relationship explicitly makesit easier toidentify the relationship within the design,
to change the implementationof the relationship if necessary, to maintainconsistencyin two-way relationships,
and toreuseboth the relationship and other participating objects elsewhere. The patterns are marginally concerned
with efficiency— the timeandspacecost of a design, and thenumber of objectsit requires.

Comments

This paper builds upon our two earlier papers:Relationship Aspects[9] andBasic Relationship Patterns[7]. The
latter itself is an extension of still earlier work on patterns and relationships (see [8, 5, 6]). All these papers have
a similar theme — how to model inter-object relationships inprograms. The contribution of the patterns in this
paper, we believe, lies in identifying the advantages and disadvantages of using aspect-oriented programming to
achieve this aim.
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1 Relationship Aspect

How do you design a relationship between objects?

Imagine implementing a university enrollment system for recording which courses a student is attending. In an
object-oriented programming language, you will most likely end up with something similar to this:

class Student {
String name;
int number;
HashSet<Course> attends;

}

class Course {
String code;
String title;
HashSet<Student> attendees;

void enrol(Student s) {
attendees.add(s);
s.attends.add(this);

}

void withdraw(Student s) {
attendees.remove(s);
s.attends.remove(this);

}
}

Here, the participating classes (i.e.Student andCourse ) include all the data structures necessary for repre-
senting and manipulating theAttends relationship. This corresponds to theRelationship As Attributepattern
previously presented by Noble [7]. The primary disadvantages of this pattern are theunnecessary couplingof
participants andpoor cohesionof the relationship implementation (since this is distributed across participants).

An alternative formulation is theRelation As Objectpattern [7]. In this case, the relationship code is housed in
a separate class utilising, for example,HashMaps to relate participant objects. This haslower couplingbetween
participants andbetter cohesion(as all relationship code is in the same class). The disadvantage, however, is
an additional level of indirection (i.e.HashMap lookup) leading todecreased performance. Furthermore, if the
relationship isdense(i.e. most, if not all, instances ofStudent andCourse are actively participating) then this
approach consumesmore storagethanRelationship As Attribute(since theHashMaps consume additional space
proportional to the number of participating pairs). If the converse is true (i.e. the relationship issparse), then
it consumesless storagethanRelationship As Attribute, since space is consumed by participating instancesonly
when they are actively participating.

The difference between these two approaches for theAttends relationship is really an implementation detail
— a trade-off for performance over storage. And yet, switching between them is not trivial, since this requires
modifying bothStudent andCourse to either remove or add the necessary relationship code. In atypical
object-oriented language, there is little we can do about this. With aspect-oriented languages, however, this is no
longer the case.

Therefore: Make a Relationship Aspect to represent the relationship.

Aspects are a natural fit for modelling relationships. They allow us to centralise the relationship code and
interface, regardless of whether the implementation follows Relationship As Attributeor Relationship As Object.
This is made possible in languages like Aspect/J through theinter-type declaration(sometimes known as the
introduction). This language feature permits fields to be added to classesa posteritheir definition. In this way, the
Relationship As Attributepattern can be implemented with an aspect whichintroducesthose attributes needed for
the relationship into the participants.
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Example

Rewriting our example code using a relationship aspect allows the extraneous code to be removed from the
Student andCourse classes:

class Student {
String name;
int number;

}

class Course {
String code;
String title;

}

aspect Attends {
HashSet<Course> Student.attends; // inter-type declarat ion
HashSet<Student> Course.attendees; // inter-type declar ation

void enrol(Student s, Course c) {
c.attendees.add(s);
s.attends.add(c);

}
void withdraw(Student s, Course c) {

c.attendees.remove(s);
s.attends.remove(c);

}
}

This code implements theRelationship As Attributepattern using a simple Aspect/J aspect. This employs
inter-type declarations to insert fields directly into the participating classes (i.e.Student andCourse ) and
yields something identical to the original implementation. The difference, however, is that the relationship code is
not distributed amongst the participating classes. Rather, it is centralised within the aspect itself.

In the Relationship Aspect Library, we take this one step further by providing a set ofgenericRelationship
Aspects. Thus, instead of hand-coding theAttends aspect (as done above), we can simply extend one of our
generic aspects as follows:

aspect Attends extends SimpleStaticRel<Student,Course> {}

Here, the participants are identified by the type parametersof the generic aspect. The aspect modifies them ac-
cordingly, again resulting in something almost identical to the original implementation. Furthermore, changing the
relationship implementation to one based onHashMaps (i.e. Relationship As Object) is easy: we simply make
Attends extendSimpleHashRel<Student,Course> instead.

Consequences

The key advantages of Relationship Aspects lie in separating out the relationship concerns. Classes and relation-
ships can be reused independently without modification and,hence, there islower coupling. The design is also
more flexible, since relationship implementations can be interchanged easily.
However:

The main disadvantage of a Relationship Aspect is simply that it is aspect-oriented: programmers are more
used to reading and writing the object-oriented implementation.

Related Patterns

A Relationship Interface (2) can provide a uniform interface for manipulating the relationship (navigating, adding
and removing participants) allowing relationship implementations to be interchanged without affecting client code.
Static Relationship (4) andDynamic Relationship (5) distinguish between long-term and short-term relation-
ships. ARelationship Pair (3) allows extra information to be stored within relationships.
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2 Relationship Interface

How do you use a relationship aspect?

In object-oriented programs, relationship interfaces aregenerally somewhat ad-hoc (e.g.enroll / withdraw
in the original university system). This makes it difficult to write code which is polymorphic across different re-
lationships. Part of the issue here stems from the differingstyle of interface dictated by particular relationship
implementations. For example, withRelationship As Attribute, the interface may be distributed across the partic-
ipants (since the implementation is); whilst, forRelationship As Object, the interface will be centralised with the
relationship object. With Relationship Aspects, however,we always have a central access point for the relationship
(i.e. the aspect); the value of a generic interface for manipulating relationships is, thus, increased.

Therefore: Provide a generic Relationship Interface.

A common interface ensures that all relationships, regardless of underlying implementation, can be manipu-
lated in the same way. A key advantage is that this allows us towrite code which isrelationship polymorphic—
that can work with any implementation of a relationship — by depending upon only the relationship interface.

Example

The Relationship Aspects in the Relationship Aspect Library are based around theRelationship<FROM,TO>
interface. This provides methods to add and remove pairs from the relationship, and to traverse it.

interface Relationship<FROM,TO> {
public boolean add(FROM f, TO t);
public boolean remove(FROM f, TO t);
public Set<FROM> to(TO t);
public Set<TO> from(FROM f);

}

The generic parameters capture those classes the relationship is FROMandTO(in fact, there is a third generic
parameter which we will discuss later). A relationship betweenStudent s andCourse s, for example, would
implement the interfaceRelationship<Student,Course> , and provide the corresponding methods, such
asadd(Student,Course) , remove(Student,Course) , etc.

From the above definition, it is reasonably clear that aRelationship is bidirectional. Given aFROM
instancef , we can get theTO instances it is associated with throughfrom(f) . Likewise, given aTO instance
t, we get itsFROMinstances viato(t) . Thus,from() enablesforward traversal, whileto() givesbackward
traversal. We can imagine other variations on this which, for example, enable traversal in only one direction (as,
for many implementations, traversal in both directions is either impossible or inefficient). The above interface
does not permit aStudent to be enrolled in the sameCourse more than once. This is apparent becauseto()
andfrom() returnSet s, rather than e.g.Collection s. Lifting this restriction corresponds to thinking of the
relationship as amulti-graph, rather than agraph.

An example of some relationship polymorphic code is the following print method, which accepts any relation
betweenStudent s andCourse s:

void print(Student s, Relationship<Student,Course> r) {
for(Course c : r.from(s)) {

System.out.println(s + " attends " + c);
}}

This code will work regardless of what kind of relationship is passed to it.

Consequences

The ability to use different relationship implementationspolymorphically is an important advantage of relationship
aspects.
However:

Because programmers are unused to relationship interfaces, code written using these interfaces may be harder
to understand. Part of the problem is that a general interface does not provide intuitive insight into its meaning in
the real world. For example, with the original implementation of Course from Relationship Aspect (1), there
was anenroll() method. In ourRelationship interface, this has been supplanted with the generic and less
intuitive add() method.
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Related Patterns

A relationship interface may express its APIs both in terms of Relationship Pairs (3) and in terms of the partici-
pants; supporting Relationship Pairs is generally more cumbersome but also more flexible.

3 Relationship Pair

How can you store additional information along with a relationship?

Many relationships need to store additional information along with the two participating objects. Consider
implementing aroad networksystem, where cities are connected together by roads of different length. The length
of a road cannot be stored as an attribute ofCity , since each city may have several incoming/outgoing roads.
Givenv cities, we may need to storeO(v2) road lengths if every city is connected with every other (assuming at
most one road between any two cities). In other words, we needa length for everypair of cities. In the UML, this
could be modelled with anassociation class. This is not supported by the relationship interfaces outlined as part
of Relationship Aspect (1) andRelationship Interface (2). The reason being that they managed the concept of a
pair internally, rather than exposing it to the user.

Therefore: Make a relationship pair class to store additional information.

Some relationship aspects include a third type parameter allowing the user to specify the internal representation
of pairs. By making this concept explicit, the user can include whatever attributes and other functionality are
appropriate for a pair of objects in a particular relationship (such as road length).

Example

In the Relationship Aspect Library, theRelationship interface actually accepts three type parameters:

interface Relationship<FROM,TO,P extends Pair<FROM,TO> >{
public void add(P);
public void remove(P);
public Set<P> toPairs(TO t);
public Set<P> fromPairs(FROM f);
public Set<FROM> to(TO t);
public Set<TO> to(FROM t);
...

}

The third type parameter,P, determines the actual type of individual pair objects stored inside the relationship. All
must implementPair<FROM,TO> :

interface Pair<FROM,TO> {
public FROM from();
public TO to();

}

The user can provide their own pair classes by implementingPair as they wish. Since we expect that, in many
cases, this will not be necessary, the library provides aSimpleRelationship class which uses a default pair
implementation (FixedPair ):

interface SimpleRelationship<FROM, TO>
extends Relationship<FROM, TO, FixedPair<FROM,TO>> {

public void add(FROM f, TO t);
public void remove(FROM f, TO t);

}

This interface corresponds more closely, in fact, with the exampleRelationship interface presented inRela-
tionship Interface (2).
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Consequences

Pairs allow extra information to be stored easily into relationships. This is essential for a proper decomposition of
some problems (e.g. the road network example above).
However:

Pairscomplicatethe relationship interface and, in many cases, will not be necessary.

Related Patterns

The inclusion of aPair concept in the relationship interface clearly affects thatinterface. Hence, this pattern is is
related toRelationship Interface (2). ExposingPair does not affect the meaning of operations for manipulating
a relationship. Thus, this pattern compliments, rather than conflicts with,Relationship Interface (2).

4 Static Relationship

How do you model a permanent relationship?

Many relationships exist for the duration of a program. In the university enrollment example, students are
alwaysattending courses; coursealwayshave prerequisites; and, coursesalwayshave teachers. Because these
relationships are long-lived, and generally affect every instance of the participant classes, it is important they are
as efficient as possible; that they do not require extra additional objects or memory allocation; and that they can be
accessed and traversed quickly and easily.

Therefore: Use a Static Relationship aspect to implement a permanent relationship.

A static relationship allows the programmer to indicate therelationship will persist for the duration of the
program. The idea is that this information can be exploited (by e.g. the compiler, runtime system etc.) to obtain a
more efficient implementation.

Example

The Relationship Aspect Library provides a range of static relationship aspects, such asStaticRel<FROM,TO,P>
andSimpleStaticRel<FROM,TO> . In our implementation, these always correspond toRelationship As At-
tribute (although, in other languages, different strategies may also be appropriate). As discussed previously, these
aspects use Aspect/J’sinter-type declarationsto insert fields directly into the participants. The advantage of this is
that it gives constant-time access to the relationship information (e.g. for traversal).

Consequences

Explicitly declaring that a relationship is static can enable greater performance; it also conveys information about
the program’s structure, making iteasier to understand.
However:

In some situations, optimisations performed on behalf of a static relationship may lead toworse performance.
In the Relationship Aspect Library, this can happen when a static relationship issparse(i.e. most participants are
not actively involved). This occurs because fields added as part of Relationship As Attributeare rarely used and
consume valuable storage (especially in the machine’s cache).

Related Patterns

A Dynamic Relationship (5) is an alternative to this pattern for short-lived relationships.

5 Dynamic Relationship

How do you model a temporary relationship?

Some relationships do not exist for the entire life of a program. Consider a prerequisites relationship for the univer-
sity enrollment system. This describes a graph structure ofCourse s. As such, it is applicable to a large number of
graph algorithms, including depth-first search and transitive closure. Suppose we transitively close the prerequisite
graph to determine the complete set of dependencies for eachcourse. Perhaps this is done occasionally to ensure
a given degree can be completed in three years and, once completed, is discarded. Using a static relationship to
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implement this is not appropriate. In the Relationship Aspect Library, for example, this would mean adding extra
fields toCourse containing its transitive closure,even though these were only used occasionally.

Therefore: Use a Dynamic Relationship aspect to model a temporary relationship.

A dynamic relationship allows the programmer to indicate the relationship will only exist temporarily. The
idea is that this information can be exploited (by e.g. the compiler, runtime system etc.) to obtain better resource
utilisation and, hence, a more efficient implementation overall.

Example

The Relationship Aspect Library provides a range of dynamicrelationship aspects, such asHashRel<FROM,TO,P>
andSimpleHashRel<FROM,TO> . In our implementation, these always correspond toRelationship As Object
(although, in other languages, different strategies may also be appropriate). The advantage of this is that fields
are not added to the participant classes. Rather the relationship is contained entirely within a separate object and,
hence, destroying that object eliminates all resources consumed by the relationship.

Consequences

Explicitly declaring that a relationship is dynamic can enable better resource utilisation, which can lead tobetter
overall performance; it also conveys information about the program’s structure, making iteasier to understand.
However:

Accessing information in the relationship may be slower as aresult of the indirection (e.g.HashMap lookup)
needed to fully separate a relationship from its participant objects. In some situations, this may lead toworse
performance overall. In the Relationship Aspect Library, this can happen when a dynamic relationship is used as
part of a computationally hard algorithm (transitive closure may be an example here). If the time-complexity of
the algorithm is high, small changes in performance can havedramatic consequences.

Related Patterns

A Static Relationship (4) is an alternative to this pattern for long-lived relationships.
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